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For international shipping agency enterprises, the human resource - the person 
that possesses the knowledge - is grasped by the enterprises. The experi nce and skills 
are the most important assets for them. Experience and skills are the forms of tacit 
knowledge. They are difficult to be copied, so they become the enterprise’s cor  
competence. Based on the resource characters of international shipping agency 
enterprises and the inner changing of enterprise values in knowledge economy era, 
this thesis found out the conjunction spot between the knowledge management and 
international shipping agency enterprises, and introduced the strategy of knowledge 
management for enterprises to help them long-term growing. 
Firstly this thesis based on the characters of international shipping agency 
enterprises, then deeply analyzed the current status, characters, nd existing problems 
of China Ocean Shipping Agency Xiamen by using method of qualitative analysis. 
According to the results of analysis, this thesis pointed out the necssity of 
implementing knowledge management for China Ocean Shipping Agency Xiamen. 
Then based on the theory of knowledge audit, this thesis formulated the processes of 
knowledge audit and decided the target and scope of knowledge audit for China 
Ocean Shipping Agency Xiamen by using investigation and interview together on the 
spot. Aiding by the statistic analysis, this thesis analyzed the statistics in quantity from 
every channel of enterprise, and then made the report of knowledge audit for China 
Ocean Shipping Agency Xiamen. At last, according to the analyzing results of 
knowledge audit, this thesis mentioned the plan of knowledge management for China 
Ocean Shipping Agency Xiamen – mainly using the codification strategy and 
supplementing by personalization strategy. 
The method based on CBR(Case Base Reasoning) that this thesis mentioned 
transferred tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. It made full of use knowledge 
from the knowledge management system. It could share and pass on all of knowledge 
by the knowledge management system. Supplemented by personalization strategy, it 
could encourage the staff to be pleased to share their knowledge. It could build 
corporate culture based on knowledge. The results of this study provide both 
theoretical and practical basis for the international shipping agency i  the 
management of intellectual assets. 
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